
Phil Mose 	 2/1/90 

P.O. Box 4803 
Memphis, TN 38174 

Dear Phil, 

Thanks for the clips. 

I 

 

am from time to time amused by those who ask my help and d.In't tell me why. 

If they did I might help them more. I know vel7y well j could. 

Bill Pepper was here. f'‘ did not tell me he was working on either a movie or a 
book. Be told you about the book after I referred him to you. You then told me. Now 

I see he's expanded to a movie. 

I let him have copies; of whatever he wanted and even got a student for him to 

search and make copies. 

all he told me is tha-  he is Jimmy's lawyer. And was working in that captivity. 

I also refered the 41ritieh Johns to7iyou, Edginton and Sargent, and I cautioned them 

about all the thoeries kicking around, if they intended(ohat they represented, being 

responsible. so, they went for lielansonEa silly, re ily untenable, concoctions. Be 

also was here, he Liao had access to and col]ies of anything he wanted andeir also did not 
tell me he was working on a booe(Only that he was teaching. Be told the rits_that I 

liked his book. I didn:It and did't give him 	opinion. And so you'll know, $imble 

is a fraud from Garrison d-ye. Ile never had any CIA connection, either. I have their 

internal records on that. So, they loused up what could have been a good documentary 

and were not able to place it here. 

If Jerry Ay had it straight, which is always uncertain, they are now working 

on one based on 
	

's "Tennessee Waltz." 

quite aside from the fact that it is I who forced the DJ and CIA records out 

snd make them available, all these people have to use the work 1  did on my book and as 

Jimmy's investigator. Their best souroe is the transcipts, which they have access to. 

I did the investigating, produced the witnesses and prepared some off the questioning. 
which is never mentioned. So, those characters donSt know what else i learned tha,4e 

did not use at the hearing. They are in their sick egos self-defeating. liobody is ever 

here without knowing how open and helpful I am. I cant and I don't supervise their 

access even. 

The Brits did check some stuff with me when they were in Memphis but none of 

what they got from t.elanson. That can be only because he found a way of conning Them. 

Getting along OK. 

"Jest, 

* fbil even gave effusive 
thanks to the FBI reading room 
for letttng him have what he 
dia not get here and he made 
no mention of what he did get here - and used. What he got,rom the FBI is dupes of what 
I got by suing it and no more - not even all of that is in kheir reading room. 


